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This paper proposes an efficient array beam-forming method using spatial matched filtering �SMF�
for ultrasonic imaging. In the proposed method, ultrasonic waves are transmitted from an array
subaperture with fixed transmit focus as in conventional array imaging. At receive, radio frequency
echo signals from each receive channel are passed through a spatial matched filter that is constructed
based on the system transmit-receive spatial impulse response. The filtered echo signals are then
summed without time delays. The filter concentrates and spatially registers the echo energy from
each element so that the pulse-echo impulse response of the summed output is focused with
acceptably low side lobes. Analytical beam pattern analysis and simulation results using a linear
array show that this spatial filtering method can improve lateral resolution and contrast-to-noise
ratio as compared with conventional dynamic receive focusing �DRF� methods. Experimental
results with a linear array are consistent but point out the need to address additional practical issues.
Spatial filtering is equivalent to synthetic aperture methods that dynamically focus on both transmit
and receive throughout the field of view. In one common example of phase aberrations, the SMF
method was degraded to a degree comparable to conventional DRF methods.
© 2006 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2214393�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of ultrasonic pulse-echo beam forming is to
focus all the available acoustic energy at each point in the
imaging field.1 Conventional beam formers currently used in
array systems apply separate focusing methods during pulse
transmission and echo reception. The focal length and aper-
ture size during transmission generate point spread functions
that vary with tissue depth. Launching M pulses for each line
of site allows focusing at M depths at the cost of a propor-
tional reduction in frame rate. To keep frame rates high, the
transmission f number �ratio of focal length to aperture size�
is often set relatively large to maximize the depth of focus.

Conversely, on receive, the focal length and active aper-
ture size are varied dynamically �dynamic-receive focusing2

or DRF� to focus the received beam at each depth with a
relatively constant f number. The pulse-echo cross-range
resolution, however, is determined by the product of the
transmitted and received beamwidths, so the pulse-echo
point spread function from DRF beam forming is most com-
pact near the transmit focal length and thus remains time
varying for real-time imaging. Ideal improvements in beam
forming require methods able to uniformly focus both trans-
mit and receive beams at all depths without significantly
lowering frame rate or echo signal-to-noise ratio �eSNR�.

One solution is synthetic aperture �SA� imaging.3,4 SA
imaging is a label that defines a family of techniques each
designed to provide uniformly high spatial resolution, but
frequently at the cost of side-lobe growth, reduced eSNR,
and/or frame rate. For example, pulses can be transmitted
from a source element smaller than the wavelength that is

scanned across the large aperture area to be synthesized. Fol-
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lowing transmission, echoes are recorded, time delayed, and
coherently summed. The pulse-echo point spread function
from this SA method in effect corresponds to focusing on
both transmit and receive. Unfortunately, tissue or transducer
movements occurring during SA acquisition generate phase
distortions, thus producing beam-forming errors that widen
the beam and degrade image quality. Receive aperture sizes
can be varied to speed acquisition time and reduce system
complexity but with diminished performance.5 Alternatively
motion compensation has been applied,6,7 but at the costs of
greater computational load and lower frame rate.

Another beam-forming solution involves spatial filtering
of the echo signals. In one technique, transmit and receive
foci are both fixed. Focusing is achieved by Wiener filtering
the beam-formed rf echo signals in two dimensions, where
the filter is constructed from prior knowledge of the pulse-
echo point spread function and noise properties.8 Under lim-
ited conditions, this approach is ideal for detecting large,
low-contrast targets provided the impulse response and noise
properties are known.9 Spatial filtering has also been applied
in SA methods for deconvolving finite-sized subapertures to
improve spatial resolution, sensitivity, and frame rate,10 and
to design voltage signals applied to array elements during
transmission that improve focusing in aberrating media.11

Still others have suggested echo filtering methods for beam
forming in combination with coded-pulse transmission or
SA-type acquisition schemes.12,13

In this context, our goal is to explore beam-forming
strategies that are efficient in terms of computational and
hardware requirements and robust, and to evaluate them

through comparison with conventional methods. We propose
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a large-aperture, fixed-focus technique for pulse transmission
in which rf echo signals are matched filtered by the pulse-
echo point spread function and summed. This spatial
matched filtering �SMF� approach to beam forming yields a
lateral resolution equivalent to common SA methods for one-
dimensional �1D� arrays. In addition, eSNR is superior to
conventional DRF methods although axial resolution is
somewhat compromised. We show that spatial matched fil-
tering of individual receive-element signals has the potential
to generate significantly lower side lobes than does filtering
beam-formed echo signals, although practical issues for 1D
arrays lead us to prefer filtering of beam-formed echoes. Also
the effects of phase aberrations on lesion visibility appear no
worse than those for DRF methods at least for one situation.
Spatial filtering offers the additional advantage of not requir-
ing delay circuits in the beam former, which simplifies the
stringent hardware requirements for imaging with arrays par-
ticularly at high frequencies. Conditions under which the
SMF method offers an efficient beam-forming solution are
discussed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
SMF beam forming in the context of classical Fourier optics.
Section III summarizes our simulation results using linear
array transducer and Field II to verify predicted performance.
Also, experimental results using Siemens Antares scanner
and phantom are presented. Finally, the paper concludes in
Sec. IV.

II. METHODS AND ANALYSIS

A. Continuous-wave fields

To compare the proposed SMF method with the conven-
tional DRF beam former, we briefly review standard expres-
sions for complex fields from a continuous-wave �CW� ra-
diator that guide focusing strategies.

Figure 1 illustrates a standard 3D geometry for describ-
ing pressure profiles from a planar, rectangular aperture of a
1D array transducer. The coordinates on the array surface are
�x0 ,y0� while those in the measurement field are �x ,y ,z�,
such that R=��x−x0�2+ �y−y0�2+z2 is the distance from the
transmit aperture surface at�x0 ,y0� to the field point P. The
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula at wavelength �
and wave-number k=2� /� gives the following expression
for the complex field14 transmitted at radial temporal fre-

FIG. 1. The geometry of the beam pattern analysis is illustrated.
quency �=kc, where c is the speed of sound
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CW pressure p� is related to the complex field �� via
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where Re�·� is the real part of the argument and Q��� is the
complex pressure amplitude. The subscript � indicates
that the function applies to a single frequency value.
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It is well known that the objective of focusing when imaging
under the Fresnel approximation is to eliminate the quadratic
phase factor exp�jk�x0

2+y0
2� /2z� in Eq. �3�. Success achieves

diffraction-limited cross-range resolution,15 where the
field pattern is given by the spatial Fourier transform of
the transmit aperture function.

A conventional delay-and-sum beam former1 uses the
geometry of Eq. �3� to calculate the time delays that focus
the CW field. Focusing is equivalent to multiplying by the
phase factor exp�−jk�Rf −zF+Rf�−zF���, where zF �see Fig.
1� and zF� are the radii of curvature along the lateral x0 and
elevational y0 axes, respectively. Also Rf

2=x0
2+zF

2 and Rf�
2

=y0
2+zF�

2 are the distances from points on the aperture to the
corresponding radius of curvature in the y0=0 and x0=0
planes, respectively. Applying the paraxial approximation to
the focusing phase factor, as in Eq. �2�, yields exp�−jk�Rf

−zF+Rf�−zF����exp�−jk�x0
2 /2zF+y0

2 /2zF���, so that Eq. �3�
becomes
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where �=1/2z−1/2zF and ��=1/2z−1/2zF�. We also as-
sumed separability of the transmit aperture function to write
at�x0 ,y0�=at�x0�at�y0�.

B-mode imaging for 1D arrays occurs in the x ,z plane at

y=0. Consequently
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���x,z� = C��z��
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The z dependence of C� reminds us that a fixed elevational
focus from a 1D linear array gives a depth dependent point
spread function regardless of scan plane focusing. In the fo-
cal region, z�zF implies ��0 and therefore the field in Eq.
�5� is simply the spatial Fourier transform of the aperture
function

���x,zF� = C��zF�At�ux� , �6�

where At�ux�=I�at�x0��ux=x/�z is shorthand for the spatial
Fourier transform of the transmit aperture function at. It is
evaluated at spatial frequency ux, which is a function of lat-
eral field position x. Finally, from Eq. �1b�, a band-limited
pressure pulse in the scan plane with bandwidth � is given
by

p�x,z,t� =
1

2�
Re�

�

d�Q������x,z�e−j�t� . �7�

B. Conventional delay-and-sum beam forming

Assume we transmit a broadband, focused acoustic
pulse at one focal length. We then receive echoes on each
array element that are delayed and summed assuming an
ideal, in-plane, dynamic-receive focusing �DRF� technique
with fixed f number. This focusing is ideal in the sense that
the in-plane radius of curvature zF�z� and in-plane receive
aperture ar�x0 ,z� are continuously varied such that
ar�x0 ,z� /zF�z� and the received field are both relatively con-
stant with depth. Equation �5� applies to both transmit and
receive apertures because of the principle of reciprocity.16

The pulse-echo field at frequency �, 	�, is the product of the
transmitted �� and received ��� fields. For a conventional
beam former, we find from Eqs. �5� and �6� that
k � �2�t x
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	�,C�x,z� = ��� �x,z����x,z�

= C�
2 �z�Ar�ux,z�
�
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�
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2� , �8�

where Ar�ux ,z�=I�ar�x0 ,z��ux=x/�z is the spatial Fourier trans-
form of the receive aperture function that varies with depth.
Equation �8� is the narrowband pulse-echo field at y=0 for a
conventional beam former; it is our standard for comparison.
If the transmit-receive apertures have equal length in the
scan plane at�x0�=ar�x0�=a�x0�, and the transducer is weakly
focused in elevation, e.g., a�y0� /zF� for a f number of 4, the
best lateral resolution is obtained at the transmit focal length
z=zF, where �=0. From Eq. �8� we see that

	�,C�x,zF� = C�
2 �zF�A2�ux,zF� . �9�

The goal of the SMF beam former is to efficiently obtain the
field in Eq. �9� for all z while compromising eSNR and con-
trast resolution as little as possible.

C. Spatial matched filtering „SMF…

1. Filtering before summing
The above equations and Fig. 1 may also be used to

explain and analyze the SMF beam former. In this section,
we filter receive-channel echoes individually before summa-
tion. A focused array aperture at�x0 ,y0� transmits sinusoids at
frequency �. Echoes are received by individual array ele-
ments located at x0=xr. If the element width along x is
smaller than the wavelength, each receive aperture may be
approximated by ar�x0 ,y0�=
�x0−xr�ar�y0�. From Eq. �5�,
the pulse-echo field from the array element at xr becomes

	��x,z;xr� = ��� �x,z;xr����x,z�
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2
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2
e−jkx/zx0.

�10�

We now matched filter the receive fields along the x axis
with Eq. �10� evaluated at the corresponding value of xr. The
corresponding pulse-echo point spread function for this SMF
beam former is the convolution of 	� with its complex con-
jugate 	* along the x axis
�
	�� �x,z;xr� = 	��x,z;xr�*	�
* �− x,z;xr� = C�
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where A�2�,t�ux�=I�at
2�x1��ux=x/�z represents the spatial Fou-

rier transform of the squared transmit aperture function.
Equation �11� clearly shows that spatial matched filtering
eliminates the quadratic phase factor from the transmit aper-
ture, and therefore it is a method for focusing the transmitted
beam at all depth if we know 	� accurately.

The final step is to sum the outputs of the filtered fields
weighted by the square of the receive aperture

	̄�,S�x,z� = �
−�

+�

dxrar
2�xr,z�	�� �x,z;xr�

= C�
4 �z�A�2�,t�ux��

−�

�

dxrar
2�xr,z�e−jkxxr/z

=
4�2z

k
C�

4 �z�A�2�
2 �ux� , �12�

where we have set at�x�=ar�x ,z�=a�x�. 	̄�,S is the pulse-
echo field for the SMF beam former where the echoes are
filtered before being summed.

Examination of Eqs. �8� and �12� allows us to compare
conventional DRF and SMF beam formers. SMF is able to
focus at all depths and not just at the transmit focal length.
Also SMF does not require application of echo delays before
summing. However, both advantages are only realized if the
shift-varying point spread functions 	��x ,z ;xr� are known
accurately for all depths z and for each receive array element
at xr. Similarly, the focusing geometry that applies to the
DRF beam former must also be known. Geometric or filter-
ing errors will increase side lobes energy and the main lobe
width in either beam former. Consequently Eqs. �8� and �12�
are both idealizations that require experimentation to evalu-
ate relative performances under realistic conditions.

2. Filtering after summing

Implementation of the SMF method is much simpler if it
is possible to filter just once after summing all the receiver
channel outputs. From Eq. �5�, where we assume a fixed
focal geometry that is equal on transmission and reception,
we have

If we now spatially matched filter Eq. �13� in the manner of
Eq. �11� we find

	��,S�x,z� = 	̄��x,z� * 	�
* �− x,z�

= C�
4 �z��

−�

+�

dx0�a2�x0�e−jkxx0/z�2

= �4�2z

k
�2

C�
4 �z�A�4��2ux� , �14�

where 	��,S is the pulse-echo field for the SMF beam former
where the echoes are filtered after being summed, and
A�4��2ux�=I�a4�x��2ux=2x/�z is the spatial Fourier transform of
the fourth power of the aperture function. Let us compare
Eqs. �9�, �12�, and �14�. It is significant that the spatial fre-
quency in Eq. �14� is scaled by a factor of 2 compared with

Eqs. �9� and �12�. The factor of 2 means that the SMF ap-
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plied to beam-formed echo data Eq. �14� has a narrower
main lobe, like synthetic aperture focusing techniques.5

However it also produces relatively higher-amplitude side-
lobe levels because the pulse-echo point spread function de-
pends on the one-way focused beam pattern; i.e., A is to the
first power in Eq. �14� and it is squared in Eqs. �9� and �12�.
These feature combinations may be considered strengths or
weaknesses depending on if the application is resolution or
contrast limited.

Finally, introducing a linear-array aperture function we
obtain results that permit comparisons with other techniques
found in the literature.5 For rectangular transmit-receive ap-
ertures of equal area and unit amplitude, where the array has
2N+1 elements each of area wx�wy that are separated by a
distance d along the x axis, we have

a�x0,y0� = rect� y0

wy
� � �

n=−N

N

rect� x0 − nd

wx
� . �15�

From Eq. �12�, the lateral pulse-echo point spread function
for SMF before summing is

	̄�,S�x,z� =
4�2z

k
wxwyC�

4 �z�sinc2�wx

�z
x�

�� sin�kd
2N + 1

2z
x�

sin�kd
1

2z
x� �

2

, �16�

where sinc�x�=sin��x� /�x. The methods can be compared
at the transmit focal length as follows. From Eq. �9�, we
find 	�,C�x ,zF� for the DRF method is also given by Eq.
�16� except that C�

4 �z�4�2z /k is replaced by C�
2 �zF�. Ap-

plying the same rectangular array of Eq. �15� to �14� also

results in Eq. �16� for 	��,S�x ,z�, except that the squared
terms are to the first power on the right side of the equa-
tion and x is replaced by 2x.

To simplify the equations and concentrate on lateral
resolution assessment, the main results summarized in Eqs.
�8�, �12�, and �14� are expressed as narrow-band complex
fields, which are not directly measurable. Conversions from
complex fields to broadband echo signal voltages1,17 involve
computation of the time-varying force on the transducer ap-
erture surface from the pressure field Eq. �1b� scattered from
a point reflector followed by a weighted integration over the
transducer bandpass. The process produces a product of the
transmit-receive lateral field patterns as shown in Eq. �8� and
a convolution in time, which means the pulse-echo impulse
response is longer in duration than the transmitted pulse. To
form a beam using a frame of echo signals, we apply a 2D
spatiotemporal matched filter.18 For example, if g�t ,x� is the
broadband rf echo signal from a scattering medium using a
system with impulse response h�t ,x� and y�t ,x� is echo sig-
nal output from the spatiotemporal filter, we have y�t ,x�
=h�−t ,−x�*g�t ,x�. Although the filter focuses the beam
along the x axis as shown in Eqs. �12� and �14� above, it also
lengthens the duration of the temporal impulse response. For
a Gaussian-shaped pulse, axial resolution is reduced because

�
the effective pulse length increases by a factor of 2 using
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filtering as compared with conventional DRF methods.

III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The above predictions of beam-former performances
were validated using rf echo simulations from Field II �Ref.
19� for a broadband linear array transducer. The center fre-
quency of the Gabor pulse transmitted was 10 MHz, and the
−6 dB bandwidth was 7 MHz. The array element pitch was
chosen to be d=0.20 mm, elements were wy =5 mm long in
elevation, and the transmit foci are fixed at zF=40 mm and
zF� =18 mm for all data processed with DRF and SMF tech-
niques. Ninety-six transmit-receive channels were used so
that the apertures were fixed in area �no aperture growth� and
equal to 19.2 mm�5 mm.

In the following results, “DRF-focus” beam plots de-

FIG. 2. Comparison of CW, transmit receive, lateral beam patterns for the D
20 mm depth, �b� 40 mm depth, and �c� 60 mm depth. The transmit focus i
for the DRF-focus method.
scribe patterns obtained when transmit and receive apertures
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are both focused at the center of the image field, either 20,
40, or 60 mm. “DRF” plots describe results for a fixed 40-
mm in-plane focal length on transmit; the receive beam is
dynamically focused. “SMF” results are from Eq. �12� where
zF=40 mm for the fixed transmit and fixed receive focal
lengths unless otherwise noted.

Figure 2 shows CW transmit-receive beam patterns for
the DRF-focus, DRF, and SMF beam formers when a point
reflector is positioned on axis at 20, 40, and 60 mm depths.
These distances are proximal to, at, and distal to the fixed
40-mm transmit focal length of the DRF and SMF methods.
For these data, SMF results are from a lD spatial filter ap-
plied along the x0 axis. The three methods have very similar
lateral profiles at the transmit focal length �Fig. 2�b��. The
DRF-focus method generates diffraction-limited sinc2 beam

cus, DRF, and SMF beam formers for a point reflector placed on axis at �a�
d at 40 mm for the DRF and SMF methods and is refocused at each depth
RF-fo
s fixe
patterns at all depths because the beam is focused on both
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transmit and receive—it is a gold standard for beam forming.
Although SMF widens the main lobe and spreads the nulls
compared with the DRF-focus �Figs. 2�a� and 2�c��, it also
generates side lobes that are lower than those of conventional
DRF methods.

Figure 3 shows broadband, 2D, in-plane, pulse-echo
point spread functions for each method. After beam forma-
tion, the point spread functions are envelope detected, the
amplitudes are normalized to the peak values, log com-
pressed with a dynamic range of 60 dB, and scan converted
for display. The SMF results are from a 2D spatial matched
filter applied in the x-z plane. Figure 4 shows corresponding
lateral beam patterns; however they are not necessarily am-
plitude values plotted along the x axis for constant z as in
Fig. 2. Instead we plot peak amplitude values found at any
depth along each axial scan line. Figure 3�a� shows that
DRF-focus provides the best broadband lateral resolution in
the near field �20 mm� despite the claim of Eq. �12� for nar-
row band CW beams that diffraction limited resolution is
obtained. In the near field, the paraxial approximation breaks
down so that Eq. �12� is an optimistic predictor of beam-
width. Nevertheless the broadband pulse energy is more spa-
tially compact with the SMF method compared to the DRF
method in the near field. At the transmit focal depth of
40 mm, all lateral beamwidths are comparable and yet there
is some loss of axial resolution for the SMF method as ex-
pected from 2D filtering. In the far-field �60 mm�, the broad-
band beamwidth for the 2D SMF method is narrowest, un-
like the narrow band beam patterns of Fig. 2. It is not that
SMF surpasses the diffraction limit; rather the broadband
results are not accurately predicted by the simple narrow
band equations above. Beam simulations provide more accu-
rate results for comparing broadband beam-forming strate-
gies.

Further insights into the SMF method can be obtained
from Figs. 5 and 6. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show images of a
point reflector placed on the beam axis at 60 mm. The full
transmit aperture is activated and focused at 40 mm, but only
the center element of the receive aperture is activated. In Fig.
5�a�, a B-mode image was formed from the echo signal �Eq.
�10��, and in Fig. 5�b�, the echo was matched filtered before

creating the image �Eq. �11��. That is, Fig. 5�b� is a 2D au-
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tocorrelation of the rf echo signal corresponding to the image
in Fig. 5�a�. Clearly two effects of filtering are to condense
the pulse energy and straighten the phase front. Conse-
quently, when echoes from other receiver elements are also
filtered and then summed to form a receive aperture, Eq.
�12�, the resulting pulse is more focused than a delay-and-
sum strategy without filtering. Also, because filtering con-
centrates echo energy, eSNR is greater for SMF than DRF.
Even when the transmit focus is moved from 40 mm to the
scatterer position at 60 mm �Fig. 5�c��, the 2D SMF method
�Fig. 5�b�� is better able to focus the beam. The effects are
more clearly seen using the beam profiles in Fig. 6 that are
taken from the data in Fig. 5.

Complete comparisons must extend beyond point reflec-
tors to include scattering fields that generate speckle and
have low-contrast targets. Such fields were simulated with
Field II for a 2D anechoic target; the results are shown in
Fig. 7. Also included are images formed using the spatial
matched filter applied after summing receive elements, Eq.
�14�; these are labeled “SMF-BF.” SMF-BF and DRF images
appear to provide comparable target visibility. The SMF �fil-
tering before summing� results are comparable to the gold-
standard DRF-focus method at and beyond the focal length.
The SMF contrast is degraded in the near field relative to
DRF-focus and yet is superior to DRF. Results are consistent
with the lateral beam profiles of Fig. 4�a�. Contrast-to-noise
ratio �CNR� values for the SMF images are superior to DRF
everywhere but at the focus where all four methods are com-
parable. For these conditions, filters constructed from the
impulse response at the vertical center of the imaging field
apply reasonably well over a depth of focus of approximately
10 mm.

The SMF beam former was implemented experimentally
on a standard Siemens Antares system with the ultrasound
research interface �URI� feature to acquire beam-formed rf
data. Also we applied special software from the manufacturer
to control features of the transmit/receive apertures. The
sound speed used by the system for beam forming was ad-
justed to match the ATS™ phantom �Model 539� scanned.
RF data were recorded individually from each of the 192
receive channels, and B-mode images were formed and dis-

FIG. 3. Comparison of broadband,
pulse echo, 2D point spread functions
for the DRF-focus, DRF, and SMF
beam formers at �a� 20 mm depth, �b�
40 mm depth, and �c� 60 mm depth.
The transmit focus is fixed at 40 mm
for the DRF and SMF methods and is
refocused at each depth for the DRF-
focus method. Images are normalized
to the individual peak values and dis-
played with 60 dB dynamic range.
played offline �Fig. 8�.
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The transducer was a 10 MHz �VF10-5� linear array
with 0.2 mm element spacing. The lateral image line density
was about 10/mm and the transmit focus was fixed at f /2.
Figure 8 displays phantom images for the DRF-focus, DRF,
SMF-BF, and SMF beam formers when the center of the
anechoic region was positioned at 10, 20, and 30 mm depths.
The speckle pattern and brightness of the SMF method is

FIG. 4. Lateral beam patterns from the broad

FIG. 5. B-mode images of a point target placed on the z axis at 60 mm. The
center transducer element was used to receive echoes �a�. Applying a 2D ma

constructed also from center receive element but where the transmit focus was m
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nonuniform in this initial experiment because the size and
phase steering of the transmit aperture scanned across the
array was varied in a way we could not control. Our matched
filter only accounted for an axially varying impulse response.
In spite of speckle heterogeneities caused by our limited con-
trol of the transmit aperture, image contrast for the spatial

pulse-echo point spread functions in Fig. 3.

transmit aperture was applied with a fixed, 40-mm focal length but only the
filter to the rf echo signal in �a� results in the image of �b�. �c� is the image
band
full
tched
oved to 60 mm �DRF-focus result�.
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matched filter applied before or after receive-signal summa-
tion was superior to conventional DRF methods.

We tested the robustness of SMF relative to DRF in the
presence of phase aberrations using Field II simulations for
one specific situation. A random phase screen was placed at
the aperture surface with a correlation length of 3.6 mm in-
plane and aberration strength of 34 ns. These parameters are
considered typical values for breast tissue.20 Other conditions
were set to be the same as those of Fig. 7. The images of Fig.
9 may be directly compared to those in the right two columns
of Fig. 7 except the images of Fig. 9 were acquired through
the phase screen. Targets imaged through the screen are de-
graded for both beam formers, more in the far field than in
the near field. However, for this specific situation, aberra-

FIG. 6. Lateral beam patterns from the broadband pulse echo point spread
functions in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. The images are from echo simulations of a cyst phantom that were
processed using DRF-focus �left panel�, DRF �center panel�, and SMF �right
panel� beam formers. The transmit focus is set to 40 mm for DRF and SMF
and is refocused at each depth for the DRF-focus method. The cyst diameter
is 4 mm and the medium has a constant speed of sound. All images are
displayed with 60 dB dynamic range. Cyst centers are placed at depths of
�a� 20 mm, �b� 40 mm, and �c� 60 mm. CNR values appearing in each
image are computed using CNR= ��Si�− �So� � /��o

2+�i
2, where �Si,o� and �i,o

2

are the mean and variance of image pixels inside and outside the target.
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tions do not appear to affect the SMF method any more or
less than the DRF method; specifically, SMF continues to
provide somewhat better CNR values at all depths.

Table I lists the relative eSNR values for each beam-
forming method at three depths. eSNR is defined in the scan
plane �fixed y� and at a fixed depth z for random point-
scattering media and white Gaussian noise as

FIG. 8. The images are from pulse-echo experiments of a cyst phantom that
were processed using DRF-focus �left column�, DRF �center-left column�,
SMF-BF �center-right column�, and SMF �right column� beam formers. The
transmit focus is fixed at 20 mm for the DRF SMF-BF, and SMF images.
However the transmit beam is repositioned at each depth for the DRF-focus
method. The cyst diameter is 4 mm, and all images are logarithmically
compressed and displayed with 50 dB dynamic range. Cyst centers are
placed at depths of �a� 10 mm, �b� 20 mm, and �c� 30 mm.

FIG. 9. The effects of phase aberration. These images are the same as those
in the right two columns of Fig. 7 except that a random phase screen was
placed in a plane at the aperture surface. The correlation length of the
random phase distortion in the x ,y plane is 3.6 mm and the aberration

strength is 34 ns.
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eSNR�y,z� =
� f

2

T�n
2�

0

T

dt�
−�

�

dxh2�t,x,y,z� , �17�

where � f
2 and �n

2 are the object and noise variances, T is the
duration of the time series, and h�t ,x ,y ,z� is the spatiotem-
poral pulse-echo point spread function.17 We fixed the depth
at z=20 mm, computed the integrals in Eq. �17�, and then
selected a value for T�n

2 /� f
2 of 0.311�10−7, which gave us

an in-plane eSNR�y ,z�=104�40 dB�. Assuming � f
2=1, we

computed �n
2 for these conditions and added the corre-

sponding noise to the simulated rf echo data. Table I gives
the measured eSNR values resulting from images simu-
lated for each method. Values in the table are normalized
by the value of the DRF-focus beam former at z=20 mm.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As with synthetic aperture methods, SMF effectively fo-
cuses both transmit and receive beams. The resulting pulse-
echo point spread function yields superior lateral resolution
compared to conventional DRF except near the transmit fo-
cal length where they are comparable. Table I clearly shows
that one advantage of the SMF beam former over the DRF
method is a significant increase in eSNR ratio at all depths.
The improvement in eSNR results from more effective use of
the signal energy by the SMF method.8 Details of each pro-
cess affect eSNR and relative side lobe energy in addition to
spatial resolution, and so the merits of each technique de-
pend on the application.

Also, in terms of implementation, another important dif-
ference between conventional delay-sum beam formers and
SMF beam formers is that SMF needs shift variant 2D finite
impulse response �FIR� filters instead of digital delay cir-
cuits. It is well known that current commercial ultrasound
systems employ different kinds of �receive� beam-forming
methods, for example, interpolation beam former, phase ro-

TABLE I. Echo signal-to-noise ratio values �eSNR in decibels� for each
beam-forming method. The results are relative to the DRF-focus beam
former at 20 mm depth.

Focus DRF SMF-BF SMF

20 mm 0 −14.43 −7.52 +7.91
40 mm −24.30 −24.30 −15.11 −14.26
60 mm −43.22 −52.10 −38.59 −33.03

TABLE II. Performance comparisons for various bea

Methods Lateral beam width

DRF DRF-focus sin2�kdN�x/2z�

sin2�kdx/2z�

SA SAF sin�kdN�x/z�

sin�kdx/z�

M-SPA sin2�kdN�x/2z�

sin2�kdx/2z�

SMF-BF sin�kdN�x/z�

sin�kdx/z�

SMF sin2�kdN�x/2z�

sin2�kdx/2z�
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tator, and partial beam former. These beam formers are
implemented efficiently in terms of cost and hardware com-
plexity in different manners by companies. Like conven-
tional delay-sum beam formers, therefore, SMF can also be
implemented in many different ways such as in time domain
or frequency domain, which are being investigated by the
authors.

Other implementation effects are seen by comparing the
SMF-BF and SMF results for the simulation in Fig. 7 and the
phantom experiment in Fig. 8. As is typically the case in
commercial systems, beam properties vary as the aperture
scans across the linear array. These effects are not part of the
simulations, so it is accurate to assume shift invariance lat-
erally. When impulse response functions used to filter echo
data are exact, it is better to filter each receive signal before
summing �column SMF in Fig. 7� than to filter echoes
summed over the receive aperture �column SMF-BF in Fig.
7�. However, when the impulse responses are only known
approximately, then it is better to filter echoes after summa-
tion �column SMF-BF in Fig. 8� than before summation �col-
umn SMF in Fig. 8�. Summing before filtering concentrates
the acoustic energy so that filter errors are less important.
The alternative is to extend the filter bank to form match
filters that vary with lateral position as well as axial position,
thus increasing the computational load.

We summarize for comparison of beam-forming meth-
ods several important imaging features in Table II. Features
include the beam width parameter �zF / aperture length,
maximum side lobe height, and eSNR. For the DRF-focus
and SMF methods, there are N�=2N+1 elements that make
up the active aperture of the 1D array. We compare these
results to those for a synthetic aperture focusing �SAF�
method,5 where the single element used to transmit and re-
ceive wave forms is scanned sequentially along the x0 axis
for the N�-elements aperture. We also include results for a
multielement synthetic phased array �M-SPA� method,5

where a single element is used to transmit while all N� ele-
ments are used on receive. Note that eSNR for the SA and
M-SPA methods can vary widely depending on the use of
defocusing and coded pulse excitation techniques.5,21

Compared to the DRF-focus standard method, the
M-SPA and SMF �before summing, Eq. �12�� methods pro-
vide equivalent beam properties but over the entire depth of
field and with greater eSNR. Lateral resolution is improved
with SAF and SMF-BF �after summing, Eq. �14�� but at the

rming methods.

Main lobe
width ���zF�

Max side
lobe height �dB�

eSNR
�dB�

1

N�d
−26 0

1

2N�d
−13 -

1

N�d
−26 -

1

2N�d
−13 13.35

1

N�d
−26 20.63
m-fo
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cost of higher amplitude side lobes and relatively lower
eSNR. The best choice of method depends on the applica-
tion. For example, to view small, high contrast targets such
as calcified plaques or microcalcifications, high lateral reso-
lution methods are desired for spatial-resolution-limited con-
ditions. Conversely, to differentiate cystic voids from hypo-
echoic tumors, low side lobes and high eSNR are desired for
these contrast-resolution-limited conditions. SMF methods
have an advantage over SA techniques in that the data are
acquired in parallel, thus minimizing motion artifacts.

Finally we point out that Table II results are for SMF
methods that assume a rectangular aperture without apodiza-
tion. For shift-varying point spread functions the single
match filter is replaced by a filter bank to account for depth
dependence and minimize side lobes from mismatched fil-
ters. To minimize the number of filters in the bank or to
reduce aberrating effects, one might be tempted to minimize
side lobes by apodization. However, Eqs. �12� and �14� show
that apodization will also significantly reduce lateral resolu-
tion because the beam profile is given by the aperture func-
tion raised to a power.

Above all, to maximize the performance of SMF beam-
formers, we should be able to estimate system transmit-
receive spatial impulse response in different media to form
filters. There are various factors affecting filter design such
as wave-front distortions �amplitude and phase�, frequency
dependent attenuation, and nonlinear propagation. These
characteristics have been widely studied in the context of
beamforming. The performance of SMF beamformers will
improve as our ability to adaptively form beams advances.
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